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No scholar in the Anglophone world has proven as spirited and as intel-
ligent a defender of the négritude project as the distinguished Nigerian 
scholar, F. Abiola Irele. This volume draws together eight of Irele’s essays 
on négritude, as well as African literature, philosophy, and culture more 
widely, written across a forty-year period from the mid-1960s to the early 
years of the twenty-first century. Ordered for the most part chronologically, 
the essays allow us to trace the evolution of debates in the field and Irele’s 
own position in relation to them. The earliest ones provide an undenia-
ble interest for the historian of ideas, plunging readers into the intellec-
tual context of the mid-to-late 1960s. However, the volume is not simply of 
interest as a window on the past, for many of the questions Irele raises are 
still relevant to our contemporary debates.

The first five essays constitute the theoretical heart of the volume; each 
one grapples with the main arguments of both proponents and opponents 
of négritude. The two earliest essays (which are two of the longest), “Negri-
tude or Black Cultural Nationalism” and “Negritude: Literature and Ideol-
ogy” (both originally published in 1965), act almost as advanced primers 
for Anglophone readers: if the former is essentially an account of where 
négritude came from (i.e. through colonial ethnographers, via the Harlem 
and Haitian renaissances, mixed with antirationalist European philoso-
phy), the latter is a more engaged and engaging account of the content of 
this body of thought. Although Irele never seeks to hide his own position 
as a supporter of négritude’s basic project—which he understands primar-
ily as a form of black cultural nationalism and a necessary process in the 
postcolonial development of the alienated black intellectual—he is scru-
pulously fair in tracing the flaws and inconsistencies in the arguments of 
its leading exponents, in particular those of Léopold Sédar Senghor. In 
essence, Senghor is cast as the product and occasionally the victim of his 
French intellectual training, constantly striving through countless essays 
to erect négritude into a coherent philosophy of culture, whereas Césaire 
and Damas (the other main architects of négritude) remained content to 
play on the allusive symbolic power of the concept in their poetry. This 
even-handed approach is best illustrated in “The Negritude Debate” (first 
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published in 1986), which provides a brilliant summary of both the weak-
nesses in Senghor’s ideas and the blind spots in the arguments of his main 
detractors: “they proceed from what one might call a positivist standpoint, 
involving a materialist view of society . . . they have little or no sympathy 
for any theory of African development that does not appear to have a direct 
relation to an objective and practical scheme of historical action in the 
contemporary world” (p. 117). My own critical sympathies lie much closer 
to these materialist critics but I fully recognize the value of Irele’s call for 
critics to examine Senghor’s writings on their own terms as metaphysical 
and romantic explorations of the “black soul.” I have far less sympathy, 
though, for Irele’s contention that questions of identity have been at the 
heart of African thought of the past half-century (and should remain so); 
if négritude’s critics play too little heed to the concept’s spiritual, meta-
physical dimension, then Irele is too quick to dismiss the materialism of 
these critics.

Chapters 6 and 7 involve a shift in focus and approach as Irele engages 
with the work of individual authors. The essay on Césaire’s poetry main-
tains the engagement with complex, abstract ideas but also showcases 
Irele’s skill as a sophisticated close reader of the poet’s work, as he analy-
ses the symbols and images through which Césaire mediates his powerful 
sense of engagement with the world. “In Search of Camara Laye” opens up 
yet another critical angle as Irele takes issue with Adele King’s highly con-
troversial 2002 book alleging that Laye could not have been the author of 
the first two works that bore his name (L’Enfant noir and Le Regard du roi). 
In this compelling essay, we see Irele don several critical guises—literary 
detective, close reader, literary-cultural theorist—as the controversy sur-
rounding Laye forms the basis for a profound reflection on the “ambiguous 
status of the literary text in the African context” (p. 206), for African writers 
strive to use (what were originally) European languages to represent cul-
tures that are generally lived and thought in other (African) languages. In 
the final essay (classified as an addendum), a review article of Paulin Houn-
tondji’s The Struggle for Meaning (2002), Irele returns to the more abstract 
reflection of the first five essays: Hountondji had been one of the harshest 
critics of négritude and ethnophilosophy in the 1970s but Irele detects in 
his later work a “desire to establish a cultural and intellectual authority that 
will confirm Africa’s autonomy” (p. 224). The struggle for meaning remains 
a struggle for identity.
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As I hope is clear from the points made above, there is a continuity to 
Irele’s thinking, an obsessive return to certain key ideas, relating to a roman-
tic quest for an authentic black identity. Perhaps because of this continuity, 
Irele chooses to write a very brief introduction to the collection, which I 
thought was a missed opportunity to draw out some key ideas on the evolu-
tion of his work. It is also to be regretted that such an important volume is 
so poorly produced. The text is sprinkled with typos, the referencing is, to 
be frank, very poor, and some texts are missing from the bibliography while 
others have been misdated. These are minor criticisms though and do not 
detract from the overall quality of the volume, which should be required 
reading for anyone interested in debates about African culture and philoso-
phy of the past fifty years.
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